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1. Introduction 
 
 The border region of Košice in the southeastern part of Slovakia is home to most numerous 
and politically significant minority population of about 85,415 ethnic Hungarians, inhabiting the 
region together with a Slovak majority1. The Košice self-governing region (Košický samosprávny 
kraj) is one of the eight self-governing regions in Slovakia, and consists of 439 self-governing 
communities2 (obec) from which 17 have a status of a town. Due to the dual model of territorial 
administration in Slovakia, the same area comprises both a state administration unit – the Košice 
region (Košický kraj) and eleven territorial districts (Košice I - IV, Košice – okolie, Gelnica, 
Michalovce, Rožňava, Spišská Nová Ves and Trebišov). 
 
Territorial structure of the Slovak Republic 

 
Legend: 
Bratislavský kraj – Bratislava region 
Trnavský kraj – Trnava region 
Nitriansky kraj – Nitra region 
Trenčiansky kraj – Trenčín region 
Banskobystrický kraj – Banská Bystrica region 
Žilinský kraj – Žilina region 
Prešovský kraj – Prešov region 
Košický kraj – Košice region 
 
The precise area inhabited by the Hungarian minority forms about a 50 km broad strip along the 
state border with Hungary. It is a territory with troubled history,3 which has fuelled many 
nationalistic passions. This is one of the reasons why the districts were created so that the ethnic 
Hungarians remain a minority within them. 
 
Areas inhabited by the Hungarian minority in the year 2001 

                                                 
1 The overall population of the Košice region is 766, 020. According to the last popular census (2001) the overall 
population of Hungarian minority in Slovakia is about 521, 807 (9,7% of overall population of the Slovak Republic). 
Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic.  
2 By using the term self-governing communities I mean towns and villages.  
3 The inhabitants of this territory were citizens of different states six times without moving. They were Hungarian, 
Czechoslovak and Slovak citizens alternately.  
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 The Hungarian minority in Slovakia has been a minority with a strong ethnic consciousness, 
common identity and culture from the very beginning of its minority status. As a part of the 
previous majority nation within the Austro – Hungarian Empire, the ethnic Hungarians were also 
very well politically mobilized. However, since the Beneš decrees4 were issued in August 1945 
until 19875 they had not been allowed to participate in the public political life as representatives of 
the minority. With the political change of 1989, a new opportunity structure was created also for the 
minority representatives and the ethnic Hungarians’ political parties had mushroomed until the 
strongest ones created a common platform – Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK)6.  
  
 Despite Slovakia’s transition to democracy from 1989, the relationship of the Slovakia to the 
Hungarian minority deteriorated due to the entrance of the nationalistic coalition into government in 
1992. After the Slovak independence in 1993, the governmental policies were linked to the nation-
state building and national homogenization. Due to that fact, the political claims of the Hungarian 
minority representatives were perceived by Slovak politicians and also by large segments of the 
population as a threat to national unity.  
 The turning point in the state – minority relations – the parliamentary elections in 1998 - 
was influenced by the process of the European integration to a large extent. At that time the 
European Union and other international organizations pushed for a greater integration of minority 
rights into Slovak legal system and political life. A new governmental coalition included also the 
SMK. Rybář and Malová (2003) identified the EU criticism as the single most important factor 
which influenced the inclusiveness of the 1998 government towards the SMK. 
 
 From that turning point, European integration became the country’s main priority and other 
domestic political steps were driven by this goal. At the same time, the EU concern with only 
limited existence of an integrated development policy and the need for further reforms of 
administrative and budgetary procedures to prepare the country for EU structural policy stimulated 
Slovakia’s new government to speed up the processes of regionalization and decentralization. The 
country’s regional and local government structures in the early 1990s were unsuitable for 
implementing structural funds and thus Slovakia’s governments undertook a series of reforms of 
sub-national institutions from the second half of the 1990s onwards. The reforms have created new 

                                                 
4 Edvard Beneš, the president of Czechoslovakia, issued the decrees on basis of which the state confiscated the property 
of ethnic Hungarians and deprived of citizenship the Hungarian minority members living in Czechoslovakia. 
5 In January 1987 the representatives of the ethnic Hungarians were included into the communist coalition „National 
front“ (NF) however they were not allowed to have their representative in the Presidency of the NF neither could they 
nominate one. 
6 The SMK was established in 1998 as the result of a merger of three most popular existing Hungarian parties: the 
Hungarian Christian Democratic Movement, the political movement Coexistence and the Hungarian Civic Party.  
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opportunity structures at regional and local political levels and thus they contributed to a better 
representation of minority interests.         
    
 This report examines the case of ethnic Hungarians of the Košice region and presents the 
relevant empirical findings from the field work carried out in 2005. Besides situating the case of the 
ethnic Hungarians in the regional economic and political context of the Košice region, the purpose 
of this report is to present series of local actors’ perceptions. The first section analyzes the historical 
formation of regional institutions, sub-national structures and regional economic development in the 
country defining minority-majority relations (part 2). The second section presents and discusses the 
impact of Slovakia’s integration into EU (part 3, 4). The third section yields results and local actors’ 
insights from the empirical research (part 5). The last section of this report formulates a series of 
assessments on the importance of EU structural funds and regional policies linked to European 
integration as well as European human rights norms on the interests and politics of ethnic minorities 
and national majorities. 
 We thus seek to assess whether the context of the European integration has affected the 
minority-majority relations in Slovakia. We also address the question whether and if yes, then to 
what extend the EU funded projects resulted in changes in regional economic situation in a given 
region inhabited by minority and if they influenced somehow the patterns of relations between the 
majority and minority in a given region.  
 This study argues that in the case of Slovakia, the socio-structural and constitutional 
provisions paved the way to the political mobilization of the Hungarian minority. The European 
integration process played an important role in the implementation of minority protection regime in 
Slovakia and it also contributed to the empowerment of the Hungarian minority at the national and 
also at the regional political level. A strong social coherence of the group, experience with the 
political representation going as far back as 1918 and favorable constitutional and legal provisions 
concerning the electoral system in Slovakia opened the opportunity constraints for the Hungarian 
minority. The European integration process in combination with a committed national political elite 
presented an important impetus for consolidating the ethnic relations exacerbated during the Mečiar 
government. However its impact on regional development and the general socio-economic 
conditions of the minorities is much less clear.      
 This report is written on the basis of empirical research carried out in the course of 2005-6. 
We interviewed the relevant actors at two levels – the national one and the regional one. Besides 
these interviews, we collected data also from official documents and academic studies. The main 
purposes of the fieldwork were to collect a variety of perceptions of actors who are involved in the 
minority-majority relationship issues about regional development, Europe, and their identity 
structure. To collect the data, in-depth interviews were conducted. The list of interviewees is in the 
appendix.   
 
2. Background of the case 
 
2.1. The Slovak Republic and the Hungarian minority 
 In the Slovak Republic, the presence of minorities is linked to a historical context of 
drawing the border line between (Czecho)Slovakia and its neighbors after the World War I. Until 
1918, Slovakia had never been an independent country with its own territory and statehood. For 
over one thousand years it had been a part of the Hungarian kingdom called Felvidék (Upper 
Country) having undergone intensive magyarization7 mainly during 19th and beginning of 20th 

                                                 
7 The Magyarization is a term for forced assimilation, the forced efforts to build a Hungarian nation out of the non-
Hungarian inhabitants of the Hungarian Kingdom . The process of Magyarization was connected with the denial of 
civil, political and cultural rights of the non-Hungarian residents (60 – 65 % of the Hungarian Kingdom‘s population). 
For more details see Kováč, 1998. 
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centuries. This structural and historical context of new Slovak nation-state has shaped majority-
minority relations in the course of the 20th century. 
At the beginning of the 20th century, relations between the ethnic Hungarians and the newly formed 
post-war Czechoslovakia can be defined as  a complex political and cultural conflict between a host 
state and an external homeland (Bakker, 1997). The Hungarian minority did not support the 
formation of the new state and perceived it as an unjust decision imposed on them by foreign 
superpowers. The Košice region was seriously affected by this conflict.  During 20 years, the area 
was twice occupied by the Hungarian army8 and the border was shifted 4 times. 

 
The boundaries of the new republic of Czechoslovakia, established in 1920 by the Treaty of 

Trianon encompassed areas where more than half a million Hungarians resided. The Treaty of 
Trianon included a section on the ‘Protection of Minorities’, which contained a series of provisions 
to guarantee the rights of the minority populations in Hungary as well as in the neighboring 
countries.   
The inter-war Czechoslovakia respected the political and cultural rights of all ethnic minorities even 
if they did not have equal status with the state-building nationalities (Bibó, 1996). The Hungarian 
minority was represented by several political parties, and the Hungarian language was used as an 
official language in areas where the Hungarian minority constituted over 20 per cent of the 
inhabitants.  

During the entire period between the two world wars Hungarians laid revisionist political 
claims. By claiming the Trianon as a legal injury on Hungarians, the Hungarian nationalists 
requested the demarcation of the Hungarian territory according to statistics from the 19109, a claim 
that, in essence, 2/3 of the territory of the present-day Slovakia (the whole of southern Slovakia) be 
annexed to Hungary. The ambitions of the Hungarian government were fulfilled by the document 
known as the Vienna Arbitrage (signed by Italy and Germany in 1938) which allowed Hungary to 
annex 10,390 squared kilometers of Slovak territory with more than 800,000 inhabitants. Of the 776 
ceded communities (obec), 175 had a Slovak majority. A major part of the Košice region, including 
Košice itself, was annexed.  
The Vienna Arbitrage was annulled by the ratification of the Peace Treaty with Hungary from 
January 1947.  Southern Slovakia became an integral part of the reunited Czechoslovakia.  
 In the post-World War II period, Czechoslovak state policy towards the minority and later 
application of the so called “soviet thesis”10 aimed to achieve the national unification and 
centralization of the political power. The Potsdam Conference conclusions did not specifically 
regulate the status of the Hungarian minority in Czechoslovakia, as this issue was to be dealt with 
under a bilateral agreement between Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Exchange of persons of 
Hungarian and Slovak nationality (i.e. ethnicity) was thus carried out under a bilateral treaty – the 
Czechoslovak-Hungarian Agreement on Population Exchange (Budapest, 27 February 1946). Under 
the Agreement, persons of the Hungarian nationality who had permanent residence within the 
territory of Czechoslovakia and who were stripped of their Czechoslovak citizenship under the 
relevant decree, were relocated to the territory of Hungary; their number was to be the same as was 
the number of persons of Slovak or Czech nationality who wanted to move voluntarily from 
Hungary to Czechoslovakia. The Czechoslovak government was granted the right to go beyond the 

                                                 
8 The army of the neighboring Hungary occupied the southern area of Košice region in 1919. On the eve of the World 
War II (1939) the Hungarian army attacked the eastern part of Slovakia (including Košice region) and annexed 386 
squared kilometers of the Slovak territory. 
9 According to Austrian and Hungarian popular census from 1910 the territory of interwar Czechoslovakia was 
inhabited by 6,3 milions of Czechs; 3,5 milions of Germans; 2 milions of Slovaks; 1 milion of Hungarians; 0,5 milion 
of Ruthenians, 100 000 Poles and 200 000 Jews.  
10 The soviet thesis on development and convergence of nations and nationalities assumed their final merger. The thesis 
was developed already in the 1960s however only in the 1970s the idea recasted into a vision of new quality of „soviet 
nation’s unity“. Leonid Brezhnev saw in allowing the minority teaching in mother tongues as a „barrier to convergence 
of nations“ (Marušiak, 2002).   
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agreed number and to relocate to Hungary also those persons of the Hungarian nationality with 
permanent residence in Czechoslovakia who committed one of the criminal offences mentioned in 
the aforementioned Agreement. Based on this Agreement, 89,660 citizens of the Hungarian origin 
(usually from the more wealthy strata) were moved to Hungary. Unlike in Hungary, these people 
were not allowed free choice; instead, they were chosen by Slovak officials.  
Based on decrees11 from August 1945 (No. 33/1945 Coll.), members of the German and the 
Hungarian minority lost their civic rights; they were blamed (given collective responsibility) for the 
break-up of inter-war Czechoslovakia. The so called "confiscation decrees" (such as Decree No. 
108/1945 Coll.) were applied in respect of property within the territory of Slovakia, which was 
owned by Germans or Hungarians, but also by traitors irrespective of their nationality. Under its 
exemption clause, the Presidential decree did not apply to those persons of the German or 
Hungarian nationality who were able to demonstrate that they had remained faithful to the 
Czechoslovak Republic, have never committed offences against the Czech or Slovak nations, and 
have either taken an active part in the struggle for liberation, or had suffered consequences of the 
Nazi terror. 
  After the 1948 communist revolt in Czechoslovakia, issues of the Hungarian minority were 
assumed by the ruling Communist party. Citizenship and other important civic and cultural rights 
were returned to the members of the Hungarian minority under the external pressure of the 
Hungarian communist government/state. The Information Bureau of Communist and Working 
Parties of the Hungarian Working People's Party (from Hungary) challenged the situation of the 
Hungarian minority in Czechoslovakia. The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic had recognized the 
individual rights of the minority members but not the collective rights which used to be an 
important attribute of the process of building collective national identity of minorities during the 
inter-war period. 

Depicting the ethnic Hungarians as being closely connected to Hungary, a danger to national 
unity and territorial integrity that had to be though, served the nationalizing function domestically. 
The aim of the Communist party of Czechoslovakia was the demobilization and assimilation of 
minorities. Relatively high state support for the Hungarian minority culture and minority education 
was probably more a consequence of the political pressure from the side of communist Hungary 
than a result of coherent minority policy within the former Czechoslovakia. Minorities without the 
backup of an external motherland faced more intensive assimilation. (Marušiak, 2002:278)    

The fall of the Communist regime in 1989 reawakened the idea of Slovakia’s autonomy12. 
Dissatisfied with the minority status in the federal government, many Slovaks called for a loose 
confederation of the Czech and Slovak Republics while others advocated complete independence. 
The ‘velvet divorce’ of Czechs and Slovaks became a reality on January 1, 1993. Overnight, the 
minority-majority proportion did change dramatically. While the Hungarian minority accounted for 
about 3% of population in the former Czechoslovakia, in the Slovak Republic they constituted 10% 
of the overall population. A young republic inherited from its historical development a latent fear of 
demands for secession by the ethnic Hungarians, a fear which nationalistic politicians used to their 
advantage.  

In addition to the domestic factors, relations between two neighboring countries - Slovakia 
and Hungary - have also substantially shaped the minority – majority relations in Slovakia. The 
problem of Slovak – the Hungarian relations became more important after the independence of 
Slovakia, especially because of the high conflict potential.  

On the Slovak side, the feeling that the southern border of the country was not secure and 
the secession claims might threaten the state unity arose. Shortly after the 1992 parliamentary 

                                                 
11 Presidential decrees (referred to also as "Beneš decrees") are generally binding legal acts issued by the then exiled 
president of the Czechoslovak Republic, mostly at the final stages of World War II and also during the post-war period 
until the establishment of the Provisional National Assembly of the Czechoslovak Republic. 
12 The possibility of an independent Slovak state had been an issue in the political discourse since the collapse of Austro 
- Hungarian Empire.  
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elections, nationalistic governments got into power in both countries. Thus, the idea of signing the 
basic international agreement between the states gained momentum only in 1994 with the advent of 
Gyula Horn (in Hungary) and Jozef Moravčík13 (in Slovakia) into the post of prime minister, both 
of whom were considered more moderate and pragmatic in their understanding of “national 
interests”. Important roles in this process were also played by the discussions concerning the so-
called Balladur plan and clear signals from the side of the EU that without a smoothing of mutual 
relations the inclusion of both states in the group of states eligible for further integration would be 
delayed. (Sándor, 1997: 55)  

The first draft of the agreement (in 1994) immediately revealed extremely different 
perceptions, especially regarding the position of minorities on both sides. The rising of the new 
government of Vladimír Mečiar after the early elections of 1994 did not serve as an impetus for 
smoothing the Hungarian–Slovak or minority-majority relations. The part on neighborly relations of 
the new government program was organically linked with declared efforts to achieve integration 
into European and transatlantic economic, political and security structures. Prime minister Mečiar, 
in his inaugural speech voiced that neighborly relations should be established on the respect for 
sovereignty, territorial integrity, independent statehood and the rejection of political coercion. The 
approach was widely shared with both – coalition political parties as well as with the opposition 
(with exception of the Hungarian minority parties). Neither the Christian Democrats, nor the 
Democratic Union14 was wiling to go further, beyond the already existing legal framework, with the 
ethnic Hungarian minority rights. Due to cross-party consensus on halting the deepening of the 
Hungarian minority rights, the important basic agreement was signed in 1995 but the subsequently 
adopted laws diminished its minority protection usage. The approach of then opposition political 
parties towards minority rights had started to change only under the pressure from the side of the 
European Union and other European organizations like Council of Europe (CoE) or the 
Organization for the Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). Partially the turn was also 
affected by limiting measures initiated by the ruling nationalistic government.  

Two governments led by prime minister Mečiar in Slovakia during 1992-94 and 1994-98 
instituted a series of restrictive measures against the Hungarian minority, including refusal to adopt 
a law on minority languages, the abolition of bilingual school report cards, restriction to the use of 
minority languages in official contacts, introduction of fines for using Slovak improperly in public 
communication and misusing the funds designed for minority culture. The ruling coalition in 
Slovakia a priori rejected all demands and complaints related to the minority rights as ‘anti-
Slovak’. The process of seeking membership in the EU did bring the attention to the rights of 
minorities that were explicitly stated in the first Copenhagen criterion of 1993. The EU, individual 
member states, Council of Europe, neighboring Hungary, the United States, and the OSCE High 
Commissioner on National Minorities all repeatedly expressed concerns over the political and 
ethnic tensions in Slovakia. Despite the expressed concerns of international community, the Slovak 
government (1994-98) kept its unfair political approach towards (political and ethnic) minorities. 
Opposition parties and elements of civic society organizations and movements (supported by the 
international organizations) united as they feared the international isolation of Slovakia; these 
groups made an enormous effort to mobilize support for the political change.  

The most important turning point in the approach of the Slovak Republic towards its 
minorities was the parliamentary elections of 1998.  A new ruling coalition united eleven right-wing 
and left-wing parties including the most important political party of the Hungarian minority, the 
SMK. The EU criticism was the single most important factor which influenced the inclusiveness of 
the 1998 government towards the SMK. (Rybář & Malová, 2003) In its program manifesto, the new 
government articulated a more friendly and accommodating approach to minorities’ demands. The 

                                                 
13 The government of Jozef Moravčík governed since 16 March 1994 till 13 December 1994. 
14 In the next election period (1998-2002) the Democratic Union build up with Christian Democrats and other 3 political 
parties a new political party called Slovak Democratic Coalition (SDK). The SDK approach towards minority policy 
was completely different – very accommodating.   
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government managed to widen the institutional framework for solving the problems of minorities 
and corrected a number of deficiencies in the state’s minority policy. Beside the others, the 
government for example reintroduced bilingual school report cards and it removed the restrictions 
of 1995 Law on the State Language on the use of minority languages in official contacts with the 
state bodies. However, the most sensitive political problems – administrative reform and certain 
provisions in minority education – remained unsolved.  

The parliamentary elections of 2002 presented another important milestone in consolidation 
of the majority – minority relations in Slovakia. The SMK became the second largest party in a 
government coalition led by Mikuláš Dzurinda with the adequate political representation in 
parliament and government. The most urgent need – the call for establishing the Hungarian 
university – was answered by founding the University of János Selye. Approaching the end of the 
second Dzurinda government15, the position of the Hungarian minority in Slovakia is better than 
ever. Yet, the emergence of the anti-Hungarian coalition for the regional elections in the Nitra 
region (December 2005) demonstrated that the ethnic issue has not diminished from the Slovak 
politics.  

 Besides education, culture and some aspects with regard to agriculture, the territorial 
restructuring has belonged among top political priorities of the ethnic Hungarian parties since early 
1990s. The importance of ethnic relations in the decision making process in Slovakia can be also 
illustrated in the case of drawing the boundaries of sub-national units. The next section describes 
the historical formation of the sub-national units. 
 
2.2. Historical formation of regional institutions 
 In the case of the Slovak Republic, the creation of viable and active sub-national structures 
capable of exercising power had never been a widespread public demand and was largely perceived 
as a threat to the country’s territorial integrity. At the same time, regional policy was for most of the 
time based on arbitrary governmental decisions.  

Until recently, Slovakia was a highly centralized state without regional administrative and 
territorial structure. Using Rokkan and Urwin (1982) categorization of states from the perspective 
of degree of centralization and centre-periphery relations, the Slovak republic has been a unitary 
state for most of its history.  

The early centralization of post-World War I period was the result of nation-state building 
process and the national homogenization. Newly formed Czechoslovakia preserved on the Slovak 
territory the model of the Hungarian regional administration – župas model – but the self-governing 
functions of župas were drastically reduced. Headed by the župan who was appointed by the central 
government, the župas' role in development was shaped by national imperatives and decisions. In 
1923, the government officially brought regional self-government under the state control by 
dividing župas into 79 state administrative districts. The process of centralization was completed in 
1928 by the introduction of the state driven regional governance16 (krajinské zriadenie) under which 
Slovakia was taken as unitary region within Czechoslovakia. The 1928 reform introduced the first 
uniform (centralized) political governance in Czechoslovakia.  

The authoritative regime of the war-time independent Slovakia restored the župas model of 
regional self-governance for a short period of time. The directives from 1945 of the Slovak National 
Parliament (No. 26, 96) definitely abolished župas and they transferred their competences on newly 
established national committees (národné výbory).  

                                                 
15 The early parliamentary elections are scheduled for 17 June 2006. 
16 The law 125/1927 Coll. On organization of political governance divided the Czechoslovakia into 4 regions: Czech 
Country, Moravian-Silesian Country, Slovak Country and Underkarpathian Country.  
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 In the post-World War II period, centralization was linked to communist social-political 
unification and it was reinforced also by the “soviet model”17 of modernization. In February 1948, 
the new government of the National Front18 adopted highly centralized model of state 
administration. The main incentive behind the administrative reform was to subordinate the state 
machinery and local state administration to the central communist body (Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia). Later it entrenched the country’s long-lived administrative 
division into 3 regions that after World War II prevailed as the main administrative-territorial units. 
The self-governments at local or regional level were abolished and any self-governing 
competencies were hardly obtainable19. The territorial administration consisted of a three-level 
local-state administration: local (obecné), district (okresné) and regional (krajské) National 
Committees. They exercised competences delegated from the central power and they were also 
financially depended on the central (communist) state, which exercised supervision and political 
control through the politically-appointed chairmen.  

After the Slovak transition to democracy in 1989 and particularly following the advent to 
power of a non-communist government in 1990, growing demands for decentralization found 
political support. Thus, the first reform of the administrative structure of post-communist 
Czechoslovakia re-introduced local self-government (1991). The state administration was reduced 
at two levels one, consisting of district (okresné) and regional (krajské) offices, however due to 
imperfect decentralization they preserved their status of the centers of power at the local level.  

The next section discuss the impact of domestic and European factors on the process of 
public administration reforms and on political a fiscal decentralization that took place in the late 
1990s. We argue that regional reforms became a political battlefield within which the discussion 
was going along the national-ethnic lines.  

   
 

3. European integration and the context of domestic-regional change 
 
During the 1990s, a combination of domestic and European factors led to a wave of reforms 

which enhanced sub-national structures, crystallized the territorial organization and altered the 
structure of opportunities and constraints for minorities inhabiting the regions in Slovakia. 
Arguably the growing disparities did not prompt an acceleration of efficient regional policy 
formulation; rather, it was the effort to join the EU and gain access to EU pre-accession funds. 
(Buček, 2002). That is not to say that the EU would be the only driving force behind the reforms. 
The transformation process and the necessity to decrease public expenditures was the motor of 
regionalization in Slovakia, however European integration played an important role of accelerator 
in the process.  

The European factors also played an important and hardly substitutable role in introducing 
the opportunity structures for the Hungarian minority. The exact relationship between domestic 
political incentives and the EU conditionality in area of minority protection is difficult to specify 
because the complex of conditions and recommendation of institutions like the EU, the OSCE and 
the Council of Europe make it difficult to measure their respective effects. Also, it is self-evident 
that domestic political will is required to generate sustainable policy outcomes inspired by external 
conditionality. (Sasse, 2005) Despite that, we regard the political commitment of both Dzurinda’s 
                                                 
17 The soviet type of modernization or so called industrial modernization was based on large monostructures, 
liquidation of private ownership, quick and administratively driven urbanization, social rights without political and 
civic rights, liquidation of civic society and so on. (Musil, 1995) 
18 The National Front was a coalition of parties and various social groups established by the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia. The coalition should present the fiction of political pluralism within the communist „popular 
democracy“. 
19 A certain level of self-governance was exercised at the local level. After 1972 the so called central communities 
(obce) gained more independence in their decision-making and immediately the status of central community became an 
object of state clientelism.  
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governments towards the European integration as a driving force behind the consolidation of ethnic 
relations in Slovakia and the introduction of a minority protection regime. 
 
 The break up of the communist regimes in the Central and Eastern Europe and the 
subsequent political transformation were probably the most important circumstance that marked a 
turning point for regions as well as for minorities in Slovakia. The abolition of authoritarian regime 
in the early 1990s paved the way for restoring equal political status for the minority. At the same 
time, the shift in thinking on majority-minority relations, with a distinct European component, 
specifically contributed to expanding the political participation of a minority and to improving its 
status as such. Unlike in the case of regionalization, where the domestic call for greater 
decentralization arose during the transformation process, the minority protection was not introduced 
as a response to internal requirements in Slovakia. In contrary, the aforementioned cross-party 
consensus effectively blocked deepening of such rights. Any attempt going behind the powerless 
declaratory statements about the equal rights of all citizens of the Slovak Republic including the 
ethnic minorities had to face a strong opposition from the side of all parliamentary political parties 
except the Hungarian minority ones.   
 The transformation to democracy significantly altered the structure of opportunities and 
constraints for minorities. Prior to the 1990s, the political status of the Hungarian minority could be 
characterized as that of an essentially disenfranchised community. Such disenfranchisement was 
evident both at the national and the local government structures. After the reintroduction of the 
voting rights to the ethnic Hungarians in 1948, the minorities in Czechoslovakia gained the equal 
status with other citizens of the republic only after the adoption of 1960 Constitution.  

However, they were deprived of the right to represent their minority politically at national or 
local level of the government. In 1987 the representatives of the ethnic Hungarians were included 
into the communist coalition „National front“ (NF), however they were not allowed to have their 
representative in the Presidency of the NF neither could they nominate one. The only allowed the 
Hungarian minority organization at that time was CSEMADOK, in its nature more cultural oriented 
one.  

The ethnic Hungarian political activists acted as dissidents and cooperated with the 
dissidents from Hungary and Poland. The Hungarian minority critics of communist regime20 based 
in Czechoslovakia were often a target of state oppression21 like their Czech or Slovak counterparts. 
At the same time, the activisms of the ethnic Hungarian dissidents created favorable conditions for 
the political mobilization after the collapse of the regime.  

The change of regime opened the possibility to political participation and parliamentary 
representation to all public interests that gained adequate public support that the minority also 
enjoyed. The Hungarian minority in Slovakia got organized from the very begging of 1990s. 

After 1990, the minority began to elect its parliamentary representatives from an 
independent ballot of their own political parties. Furthermore, the minority gained the opportunity 
to elect its representatives at the local level as members of communities’ councils and mayors. 
While the national politics was pre-dominantly influenced by national parties and the political 
relevance of the minority representatives was only marginal at the beginning of 1990’s, the local 
level politics was different. The law 369/1990 Coll. on communities confirmed the original 
competences of the community that make mayors and community councils an important actor in 
daily life of the citizens. The subsequent law on elections to local self-government (346/1990 Coll.) 
established the proportional voting system of the councils and majority voting system for the 
mayors. Thus, at the community level the self-governance of the Hungarian minority in the 
communities where they represented majority has not been out of ordinary pattern. In the 

                                                 
20 The dissidents like M. Duray, K. Tóth, L. Őlös and others. 
21 The arrest of Miklós Duray provoked the strong reactions of solidarity among other dissidents from Central Europe. 
Czechoslovak dissidents organized in foundation Charta 77 expressed their concerns in official letter sent to general 
attorney in 1982.  
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communities where the ethnic Hungarians were in minority position their representation has been 
proportional. 

 
The ethnic Hungarians political parties mushroomed that illustrated the fact that the 

Hungarian minority in Slovakia has been internally differentiated along the religious, ideological 
and also economical lines. Relatively low threshold for entering the Slovak parliament (3%) eased 
the entrance of minorities’ political parties. The political entities representing the ethnic Hungarians 
became very influential compared to other minorities in Slovakia22. The MKDH – Coexistence 
coalition had its representatives in the parliament continuously since the election in 1990. The 
Hungarian Independent Initiative (the predecessor of the Hungarian Civic Party (MOS)) succeeded 
in gaining one parliamentary seat through the Public Against Violence movement and in the 1990-
92, the MOS was a part of the ruling coalition.  

Prior to 1994 elections all three parliamentary Hungarian parties created the Hungarian 
Coalition and the process of unification was completed in 1998 by the registration of the Party of 
the Hungarian Coalition. With regard to proportional voting system in Slovakia, the Hungarian 
minority party/ies have ranked among the five most successful ones nation-wide (see table 1). 
 

Table 1 
The election results of the Hungarian minority political parties in national elections 
Political party /coalition Elections’ 

year 
Placement from the top Relative number of 

votes 
Coexistence - MKDH 1990 5. 8,66% 
MKDH - Coexistence 1992 5. 7,42% 
The Hungarian Coalition 1994 3. 10,18% 
Party of the Hungarian Coalition 1998 4. 9,12% 
Party of the Hungarian Coalition 2002 4. 11,16% 
Source: Statistical office of the Slovak Republic 
 
 The most striking goals around which the minority parties aggregate the political support 
were autonomy demands in the regions dominated by the ethnic Hungarians. Having the political 
support and backing of Hungary, it provoked tremendous opposition from the Slovak politicians 
and the public, which viewed it as a direct challenge to national unity. While the minority 
representatives were rather radical at the beginning of 1990s, their participation in decision making 
at national level was largely marginal, as there was a cross-party consensus about the overarching 
national interest to hamper the Hungarian minority requirements.  

The Hungarian minority representatives were suspected to have a little loyalty to the state 
and the rhetoric of the radical minority representatives on the necessity to revise the Trianon 
provisions did not encourage the adoption of accommodating governmental approach towards 
minority protection. During the 1992 to 1994, the Hungarian parties went through a process of self-
definition as a result of which the Hungarian Christian Democratic Movement (MKDH) became 
less radical and more prepared to seek consensus with Slovak democratic parties. After that the 
MKDH became the most popular Hungarian minority party until the establishment of the single 
ethnic Hungarian political party SMK in 1998.  
 In the early 1990s, the domestic factors as the political and economic transformation created 
the possibility for formulating the requirements for more decentralization but the actual reforms 
brought limited, if any, transformation of the highly centralized Slovak regional administrative and 
territorial structures. The most significant improvement was introduced by establishing a self-
governance at the local (community) level in 1990. 

                                                 
22 Like for example the Roma minority of at least the same size but with no representative in the national parliament 
nowadays and only a few of them in the previous parliaments. 
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The debates on further decentralization and regionalization of the country became a 
permanent issue in political discourse. Emergence of numbers of regional reform proposals by 
different politicians and experts make evident the attractiveness of the regionalization call in the 
course of 1990s. However, only the preparation for structural policy within the course of European 
integration has challenged territorial patterns of government and accelerated the political 
decentralization and the introduction of sub-national institutions. 
 The debate over the reform of public administration became a part of infighting among the 
political parties in Slovakia from its very beginning.   The regionalization of the country confronted 
numerous problems: the complexity of the reform (many interrelated issues), problems with 
clarification of principles of the reform and the public administration model, an unstable and 
fragmented political environment, the existence of many interests involved in the reform (political 
parties and the central and local state bureaucracy), and the great attention paid to territorial issues 
as borders or regional centers (Buček, 2003: 146). Drawing a map of new territorial administration 
and governance, a special, even if not always explicit, attention was focused on national versus 
minority interests. The consequence was three-year delay in launching the reform which had been 
originally planned for 1993.  

While in the first phase of regionalization, the Slovak Republic had chosen the way of 
decentralization (the local self-governments were created), during the 1994-98 the process was 
characterized by swelling centralization. The public administration reform of 1996 implemented by 
Mečiar government (Mečiar was the leader of the strongest coalition party Movement for 
Democratic Slovakia – HZDS), had twofold impact.  

First, it carried out a ‘horizontal’ integration of the national government system, reducing 
the number of local offices of the national government. Second, it introduced a new state 
administration structure, which divided the country into eight regions (kraj) and 79 districts (okres). 
It thereby created a network of regional and local-state administration. At the time, the community 
(obec) was the only a form of sub-national self-government that existed in Slovakia since 1990. The 
effect of these measures, however, was not to streamline the system but in fact to make it more 
inefficient as the number of government offices, state officials and public expenditures all 
increased. The reform did not at all touch upon the increasing centralization of decision-making and 
finances.  

Mečiar reforms had significantly changed the original aims of regionalization. Reform was 
reduced to the redistribution of competencies between the central and local state administration. 
Political devolution was missing. Political opposition and involved experts had criticized a political 
rather than functional demarcation of the units. It served party interests to strengthen political 
loyalty by distributing rights and benefits through clientelistic networks. The districts had been 
established most densely in regions where the HZDS enjoyed the biggest voters’ support. (Krivý 
1996:267) In its plans for administrative structuring, the Mečiar government had been motivated 
primarily by political and power-seeking goals (Kling 2001).  

The model adopted by the government was clearly unfavorable for the Hungarian minority. 
As Krivý (1997) pointed out, the territorial administration of Slovakia before the 1996 reform was 
less advantageous for the Hungarian minority than it had been during the interwar period. The 
situation after 1996 was even less favorable for them as the “[w]orsening of the Hungarian minority 
situation was caused by reducing the importance of the districts with the significant proportion of 
Hungarians. That was achieved by the demarcation of the districts’ borders and by setting 
disproportionately large districts in ethnically mixed southern area“ (Krivý 1997: 103).   
  The Hungarian political parties were strongly engaged in the debate about the 
regionalization. In 1994 the Association of towns and villages of Žitný ostrov initiated a meeting in 
Komárno in which almost all ethnic Hungarian political parties participated. They came up with a 
proposal of the territorial-administrative division of the Slovak Republic of which the key 
component was the creation of three regions in the southern part of Slovakia. In such regions, the 
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proportion of the ethnic Hungarians would be higher than in regions proposed by the government23. 
Both the government and the opposition parties found the proposal unacceptable.  
Also the European Commission (EC) in Agenda 2000 expressed its criticism of newly-introduced 
public administration structure in Slovakia. The EC criticized the reform for vesting powers in the 
local branches of the national government at the expense of municipal governments. The EU saw 
also some serious deficiencies in the field of regional policy.  
 The turning point occurred after the political change in 1998, when the regionalization 
became one of the new government’s priorities. Despite the approval of main public administration 
reform documents24 the different interests of the coalition partners hampered the adoption of 
reform. The governmental proposal for the public administration reform was based on 12 self-
governing regions and the abolition of the local-state administration. Two coalition parties – Party 
of Democratic Left (SDĽ) and Party of Civic Understanding (SOP) — took the side of the 
opposition (HZDS, SNS) in criticism of the proposed reform. They were in favor of a more 
centralized model of public administration. Such a decision was based on the pressure of parties’ 
politicians who gained the lucrative posts at the lower level of the state administration and the 
reform would abolish their posts. The negotiations on the reform were also impeded by the claim of 
another coalition partner–the Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK). The SMK was a strong 
supporter of decentralization; however it formulated a strict and hardly negotiable demand for the 
creation of a new region, the so-called Komárno župa in an area populated mostly by the Hungarian 
minority. The opponents of this request argued that ethnicity seemed to be the only criteria for the 
creation of such region, in contradiction with the other principles of the reform. 
In 2001, the Parliament approved a new public administration structure which was rather different 
from the government’s proposal. It established eight self-governing regions and preserved the old 
system of state administration. It also introduced a new electoral law for the elections to the 
regional governments according to which the chairman of the regional self-governing office is 
elected in two-round elections. The SMK argued that such a provision amounted to discrimination 
as it handicapped the Hungarian candidates25. 
 
 The political change in 1998 and the advent of pre-dominantly right-wing coalition 
presented another important turning point in regionalization and consolidation of majority-minority 
relations in Slovakia. These domestic factors were however introduced as a consequence of external 
pressure. The fear of international isolation and particularly of the EU postponing the opening of 
accession negotiations with Slovakia (December 1997) stimulated the opposition forces in the 
country and produced more favorable conditions in the society.   
On the national level, the political conditionality (that is the preconditions for EU membership) 
worked together with the pressure of other international actors to help launch change in society 
perception of minority rights and political behavior towards minority representatives. As 
a consequence, the incorporation of political representatives of the Hungarian minority into the 
government was realized and important changes in state minority policy were introduced. 

 After the general elections of 1998, a new ruling coalition was built from SDK (Slovak 
Democratic Coalition), SDĽ (Slovak Democratic Left), SMK (Party of the Hungarian Coalition) 
and SOP (Party of Civic Understanding). The external factor of the EU conditionality was clearly 
present in introduction of minority inclusive structure in the Slovak politics. During the 1998-2002 

                                                 
23 The governmental proposal also divided the area of southern Slovakia into three regions, however they were 
demarcated along the vertical (from north to south) not horizontal (along the southern borders) axis. 
24 “Strategy of the public administration reform” (August 1999) and “Conception of the decentralization and 
modernization of the public administration” (April 2000). 
25 The SMK criticism was based on the assumption that if there were two candidates for the second round from whom 
one is Hungarian then the second round of elections would be characterized by the emergence of purpose-driven anti-
Hungarian coalition and so called NO vote (no for Hungarian). 
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period, the Hungarian minority was represented by 15 members out of 150 in the national 
parliament and by 3 members in the government including the important position of Deputy Prime 
Minister for Human Rights, Minorities and Regional Development. The position of deputy prime 
minister for minorities is a legacy from the communist past. The composition of the Slovak 
government was inherited from former communist regime. There was a tradition that one of deputy 
prime ministers was responsible for “nationalities” (ethnic minorities). By the establishment of such 
a position the communist government and its descendants wanted to demonstrate good ethnic 
relations in the country. Under the Mečiar governments (1992-8) this tradition was neglected. Only 
after 1998 the position was recreated, partly because of the SMK inclusion in government. The 
interconnection between minorities and regional development emerged as a result of the SMK 
requirement. The Party of the Hungarian Coalition linked its ethnic demands with the issue of 
regional development. The reason behind this connection was the territorial settlement of the 
Hungarian minority in the underdeveloped regions. 

 With the general elections 2002 the Hungarian minority representation in politics has 
increased. The SMK became the second largest party in a government coalition that consisted of the 
SDKÚ (SDKÚ – Slovak Democratic and Christian Union), SMK, KDH (Christian Democratic 
Party), and ANO (Alliance of New Citizens). Since 2002, the SMK has held 4 ministerial posts and 
it has been represented by 21 members out of 150 in the national parliament. Due to the EU 
integration process that stressed the minority protection regime, the SMK negotiation position 
towards Slovak political parties has increased as we tried to illustrate by numbers of examples in 
the State of the Art Report (Antušová, 2005).  

 The domestic political change supported by international community paved the way also for 
the necessary regionalization of the country. The reforms of the 2000s introduced two major 
changes. The first one was the transformation of the regions (kraj) from an arm of the central 
administration into an institution of regional government with a directly elected chairman and a 
regional parliament, defining its goal as “the development of the region and handling of the 
demands of its inhabitants”26. Local self-governments became recipients of increased funding under 
the pre-accession EU funds, which in 2000-4 increased significantly27 in the Košice region 
(Informácia…2005). Even if the PHARE program had a grant scheme supporting ethnic minorities, 
the European Commission gave the priority to the Roma population28 and thus, the ethnic 
Hungarians did not make an extra use of it.  
Secondly, Law 416/2001 also expanded the role of the local and regional self-governments (obce 
and samosprávne kraje), each of which was to establish its own regional development strategy and 
to participate as partners in formulating regional policy and administering European projects and 
funds.  
 The decentralizing potential of the 2001 administrative reform has not been fully utilized for 
purposes of regional planning. According to law on support of the regional development (No. 
503/2001), self-governing regions draft the Regional Operational Programs (ROPs) before giving it 
for approval to the central administration; they also play an important role in managing and 
supervising structural funds implementation, and are responsible for the overall development of the 
region. However, in the current planning period (2000-2006) the Slovak government has decided to 
draw the EU resources on the base of Sectoral Operational Programs (SOPs) prepared and managed 
by central administration. The approved system of money allocation requires taking the final 
decisions on individual projects at the central level. That has been seriously criticized by the 

                                                 
26 Law no. 302/2001 Coll. 
27 While in 2000 only 2% of the financial sources allocated to PHARE program that year went to Košice region, a year 
later (2001) the amount of PHARE financial support for Košice region increased to 39% of all financial sources for 
PHARE program. 
28 Within this scheme a total of 186 grants were implemented (worth EUR 1.86 million). 
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regional authorities and the request for a more say in the EU structural funds allocation has also 
mobilized the representatives of the Slovak regions during the debate on new programming 
documents for the period 2007-13.  
 The creation of regional self-government in 2001 and the devolution of power to strengthen 
local government has expanded the minority’s opportunities for a voice and enhanced its political 
status. Since the establishment of self-governing regions, the minority now elects its representatives 
in the regional parliament of Košice and has an increasing opportunity to nominate its candidate in 
the elections of chairman of the self-governing region.  The increasing chances are possible to 
anticipate from the last regional elections. While in 2001 elections, the SMK formed election 
coalition with two other parties (SDKÚ and SMER) and such coalition won 42,1% of all 
parliamentary seats, in 2005 the SMK run and won the elections itself in the Košice region. 
Minority representatives gained 22,8%29 of all seats. The result and following coalition agreement 
with SMER allowed the SMK to take the vice chairman post of the self-governing region and 
chairmanship of 5 out of 11 parliamentary committees. Furthermore, the minority elects its 
representatives at the local level as members of local (obecný) councils and mayors. Thus, in the 
Košice region, the vice chairman of the self-governing region is from the Hungarian minority, 59 
mayors and 480 members of local councils. 

At the same time, the role of regional institutions as it currently stands, as well as the 
resources that they possess, appear to fall short of the initial goal of the 2001 reform to decentralize 
extensively central powers and functions to the region. Instead of the latter, the bulk of these 
functions and powers have actually been transferred to the relevant ministries responsible for 
different SOPs. Comprising of the representatives of state administration, self-governing regions 
and local self-government, representatives of socio-economic partners and others, the national 
monitoring committee that is responsible for participating in the drafting of the National 
development plan and SOPs is a weak body but in which minority members participate (the SMK 
holds the position of Minister for Construction and Regional Development and other relevant posts) 
in the 2002 – 2006 government.  
 
 The EU structural policy has played a catalytic role in regional change through the late 
1990s in the case of the Slovak Republic. The EU structural policy principle of partnership and 
subsidiarity arguably made it imperative to create new regional institutions (administrative regions) 
and to modernize existing sub-national structures as to render them capable of engaging in regional 
planning and qualify for finances under the Community Support Framework. However, in this 
particular case the Union accelerated the whole process. The main forces behind the 2001 reform 
were domestic demands for territorial and political devolution in the Slovak Republic. The concerns 
of neoliberal politicians and experts drafting the reform on the need to reduce state spending and to 
establish more effective governance of the territory were in my opinion the most important impetus 
for launching such reforms. 
 
4. Changing opportunities and constraints for minorities 
 In the previous two sections we tried to assert that the process of the European integration 
that emphasized the minority protection regime reinforced the position of the ethnic Hungarians at 
the domestic political level. The European Union also accelerated the process of regionalization in 
Slovakia that created favorable conditions for political mobilization of the Hungarian minority at 
the regional level. At the same time, the process of regionalization fueled the ethnic-based debates 
over regional territorial reforms. In the next sections we examine the claim that regional economic 
and institutional resources transferred to sub-national units in the context of launch of the EU 
cohesion policy reinforce a redefinition of minority-majority interests around economic 
development goals. We also examine if there is a challenge to nationalism and if for the minority 

                                                 
29 The KDH gain also 22,8% of all seats. Unlike the SMK, the KDH is in opposition in the regional parliament. 
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the improvement of its rights and the decrease of nationalism supports its better identification with 
Slovakia based on the citizenship principle.   
  
4.1. Socio-economic position of the Hungarian minority 
 The timing and the type of modernization caused deep regional disparities in Slovakia and 
the problem was not addressed effectively by the communist regional policy. The prevailing 
approach was highly centralized and state centrist. The economic and social transformation during 
the 1990s did not close the opening scissors of the regional disparities. On the one side, 
privatization and market restructuring created favorable conditions for the development of private 
initiatives. On the other hand, the combination between the traditional underdevelopment of the 
region (especially at the Slovak – Hungarian border) and the rising unemployment (during the first 
years of the transition, in some communities over 90% of residents were left without work) resulted 
in sharp impoverishment of the population. The imbalances between supply and demand of work 
force and between specialization of workers and the market needs became a permanent tendency. 
However, it is necessary to point out that given structural problems have not been specifically 
linked with nationality but rather with the territoriality.  
  
The domestic changes following the collapse of communism and the transition towards the market 
economy contributed to deteriorating of the socioeconomic position of regions inhabited by the 
ethnic Hungarian minority. The impact of these changes was not aimed specifically on the minority 
population instead it hit both parts of population in these regions alike. 
 The Košice underdevelopment as such and the significant regional disparities between the 
south and the rest of Slovakia, have been a consequence of industrial policy in the post-World War 
II period that in this case became specifically inferior due to the location of the region along the 
Hungarian border. Prior to the 1990s, resource transfer and distribution in Košice took place in a 
top-down manner. Lacking explicit development priorities, regional policy was for the most part 
based on government (party) decisions taken in clientelistic manner. The Hungarian minority 
without official representatives in the National Front was deprived of important political channels.  
 The socio-economic situation of the Hungarian minority had deteriorated due to the 
communist industrialization in the 1970s and the 1980s. Despite the overall positive indicators of 
industrialization for Slovakia in that time, the industrial development in southern Slovakia was 
minimal if any. It sustained the region’s dependence on agriculture and distorted its economy as a 
whole, rendering it underdeveloped.  Many of larger factories were built up at the language border 
of southern regions serving for assimilation purposes of Husák30 regime (R15). The discriminatory 
measures were also adopted in agriculture. The areas with less fertile land received extensive 
agrarian subsidies while fertile land of southern Slovakia received fewer. 
 Regarding the level of living conditions of the Hungarian minority, these were different in 
various regions. Relatively higher standard of life have preserved only the ethnic Hungarians living 
in the western part of Slovakia. Prior to 1989 they subsidized their earnings by selling home-grown 
agrarian products and since the fall of communism the area has achieved one of the best economic 
growths in Slovakia. The situation of central and eastern part of the area inhabiting by the 
Hungarian minority has been less advantageous not only because of worse quality of land but also 
because of industrial restructuring after 1989 which hit both regions alike. As a consequence, 
factories with the function of draught-horses of regional economy were closed down or 
substantially reduced and these regions became the ones with the highest rate of unemployment.  
 Thus, the process of economic transformation after 1989 did not contribute significantly to 
improvement of the socioeconomic conditions of the Hungarian minority. The development 
opportunities of the ethnic Hungarians were extended only through the process of restitutions that 
returned the land transferred by communist regime under the state control back to their original 
                                                 
30 Gustáv Husák, president of Czechoslovakia in 1975 – 1989. Since 1969 he had also occupied important positions in 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. 
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owners. However, the confiscation made by the Beneš decrees has not been touched by post-1989 
restitutions. The market liberalization and the launch of private ownership have provided necessary 
conditions for flourishing of farmers among the Hungarian minority members.  
 The process of privatization realized mainly during Mečiar governments31 that introduced 
the important turning point for emerging economic elite, has not created significant opportunities 
for minorities. The government’s approach towards privatization was characterized by clientelistic 
manners as most of the property ended up in the hands of HZDS or SNS affiliated businessmen. 
The process of small privatization had been already finished when a new government after 1998 
came into power and majority of the national enterprises privatized by the new government were 
acquired by foreign investors. However, pro-European oriented governments of Mikuláš Dzurinda32 
opened the possibility of socioeconomic development of minorities through the access to the pre-
accession and structural funds of the EU which has been seen as a promise of situation 
improvement.  
 The Košice region together with the Prešov region create NUTS II region that ranks at the 
low end of the EU scale in terms of overall development. With the exception of the Košice city, the 
region is underdeveloped in terms of GNP per capita, investment capacities, infrastructure facilities 
and rate of unemployment. The EU pre-accession funds and structural policy have been seen as 
promising sources for reversing the negative trend of socio-economic indicators in the Košice self-
governing region. However, according to our respondents from the regional development offices 
within the Košice region, the region did not make possible use of the pre-accession funds. In 2005, 
it still ranked at the second lowest place in GDP per capita indicator of all European regions33. 
 The region under study is characterized by glaring disparities between the border 
undeveloped zones in the south (Trebišov, Rožňava) and the regional centre (Košice city), which is 
the second most prosperous ‘region’ (municipal town) in Slovakia.   
Current problems in the Košice region include the high rate of unemployment, unsuitable structure 
of industry (in particular, the predominance of heavy industry sectors), the disproportionate 
localization of factories, the high proportion of Roma population, and the general lack of job 
opportunities in rural areas. (Valentovič 2002) 
The regional GDP per capita does not even reach a half of the EU average, a factor that makes the 
region eligible for EU structural funds under the Goal One of the EU cohesion policy. The location 
of the region along the eastern and southern borders of Slovakia also allows the region’s 
participation in the cross-border initiatives of the EC.   

The region of Košice has the highest unemployment rate (20.8 per cent) of all Slovak 
regions. The developed economic structure of the Košice city itself cannot overcome the overall 
economical decrease experienced by the region as a whole.  Step by step, Košice is losing the 
ability to function as the development center of the whole eastern Slovakia region.  
Border districts of the Košice region which border Hungary, Rožňava in the western part of region 
and Trebišov in the eastern part, at present have rates of unemployment above 30%. 

The structure of GDP production is not satisfactory in the Košice region mainly because of a 
low share of GDP production in the manufacturing sector and the insufficient finalization of 
production (a proportion of manufacturing without finalization is 19.58 per cent of Gross Value 
Added). Services are the most quickly developing sector in the border region.  The potential for 
tourism in many parts of the region is limited as a result of insufficient accessibility and the lack of 
necessary infrastructure. (Valentovič 2002) 

                                                 
31 1990 – 1992, 1992-1994, 1994-1998. 
32 1998-2002, 2002-2006. 
33 The Košice region reached 39% of the EU GDP per capita avarage. Source: available at Eurostat on 19.3.2006: 
http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int/portal/page?_pageid=1996,45323734&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL&screen=welcom
eref&open=/general/regio&language=en&product=EU_general_statistics&root=EU_general_statistics 
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Infrastructure, which is a precondition for socio-economic development, is not well developed. 
While two corridors of transnational importance34 cross the Košice region, adequate highways are 
still missing. The only highway connects Košice with Prešov (20 km). Thus, from the perspective 
of the transport infrastructure facilities, the Košice region ranks among three less developed in 
Slovakia. (Falťan 2004: 38)  

Prospects for the socio-economic situation of the Hungarian minority in the region are not very 
positive. The Hungarian minority has preserved its rural character even after the 1989. The 
proportion of Hungarians working in agriculture remains around 20 per cent, almost double the 
Slovak average. The restructuring of the economy and marginalization of the agriculture in the 
1990s resulted in the partial economic marginalization of the Hungarian minority.  
 

Table 2 
Socioeconomic index of the Košice region (2004) 
Indicator Total number  Percentage  
GNP  141,6 bil. SKK 12,9% (of total number in the 

Slovak Republic) 
GNP per capita 184,3 bil. SKK 41,3% ( of the EU-15 average) 
Register unemployed 77 602 20% (of total number in the 

Slovak Republic) 
Tax collection per year 14,7 bil. SKK 12,8% (of total number in the 

Slovak Republic) 
Profit oriented companies 8 868 12% (of total number in the 

Slovak Republic) 
Share of private entrepreneurs35 35 709 10,6% (of total number in the 

Slovak Republic) 
Total foreign investments in 
region 

32 097 mil. SKK 10,6% (of total number in the 
Slovak Republic) 

Source: Ministry of Construction and Regional Development of the Slovak Republic, conversion made by author. 
 
 The impact of the European integration context on the socioeconomic situation of the 
minority-inhabited regions was twofold.  
 First, the structural finances have been mostly spent in the south-west regions (Trnava, 
Nitra). (Buchta 2005) As such they have been contributing to the overall socioeconomic 
development of areas inhabited also by the Hungarian minority. However, the Košice region 
belongs among ones with the lowest successfulness in the structural programs oriented on 
investment projects36 and thus, the presence of the EU as accelerator of socio-economic regional 
development is still missing in public perceptions. It is evident that in the framework of the PHARE 
Programmes the resources intended for the support for institutional capacities did not reach the 
regions directly and the sufficient human and institutional supporting capacities were not ready for 
the preparation and realisation of the projects in backward regions, in particular in rural areas. 
(National development plan 2003) 
From the pre-accession funds, the southern part of the Košice region made the best use of the 
SAPARD program. The SAPARD, thanks to the subject of its assistance, was directly aimed at the 
rural regions. Initial experience however indicate that these regions do not have the necessary 
institutional background and capacity for the preparation of quality projects. A further serious 
problem of these regions is that they are under-capitalised, both in the public and business sector.  
 
                                                 
34 Košice region is situated on the intersection of an east-west development axis (the Ukraine, Košice, and western 
Slovakia) and a south-north axis (Hungary, Košice, Prešov, and Poland). 
35 Košice region has the lowest share of private entrepreneurs per 1000 inhabitants from all 8 self-governing regions. 
36 Banská Bystrica and Košice regions has lowest share on Basic Infrastructure programs. (R20)  
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 Second, the European integration also facilitated the border regime on the Slovak – 
Hungarian borders and thus it contributed to the development of the opportunities for those seeking 
the job in Hungary. From the medium-term perspective, the INTERREG program has the potential 
to serve as a tool for improving the regional social and economic conditions. Currently two main 
burdens prevent to make a profit from such program: comparable poor socioeconomic situation of 
eastern regions on the Hungarian side of the border and the missing Schengen border regime.    
   
 
4.2. Cultural mobilization of minorities  
 Liberalization of the political regime in Slovakia clearly enhanced the minority 
opportunities for political participation and cultural mobilization. While during the communist 
regime, the political participation of the ethnic Hungarians as representatives of minority was 
prevented, they enjoyed relatively high state support for minority culture and minority education. 
The fact that the Hungarian minority in Slovakia became well-recognized and institutionalized after 
1989 is mirrored in a number of legislations and elements of public life. The Hungarian community 
established its own political representation, church institutions, own education system, culture, 
associations and media. 
 The process of cultural mobilization of the Hungarian minority in Slovakia started shortly 
after the Second World War despite of unfavorable circumstances of totalitarian state regime. In 
comparison with other minorities in Czechoslovakia, the ethnic Hungarians enjoyed continual state 
support within the area of culture and education. However, the incentives for such support were 
rather the outcome of external pressure from the side of Hungarian (also communist) motherland 
than a result of elaborated minority policy.  

In contrary, the communist policy in area of “minority protection” was designed in a highly 
assimilational manner. (Marušiak 2002) Thus, as a consequence of communist Hungary and of 
releasing of communist regime in 1960s, the Hungarian minority Thalia theatre was established in 
Košice. The original name of Košice theatre Vox Humana (Human Voice) was abolished by Slovak 
Communist Party. The spreading state control was during the communist regime presented in all 
social life domains including culture. In the case of Thalia and the second Hungarian Country 
Theater (today’s Jókai Theatre in Komárno) the penetrating state power was evident in personnel 
policy (theatre directors’ level) and program structure interference.    

As in other realms of social reality also in the field of cultural mobilization the break-up of 
communist regime was a decisive turning point. Earlier, the national cultural agencies enjoyed a 
nationwide monopoly on culture. After the 1989, the opportunity structure to establish a cultural 
organization has dramatically changed. The real problem occurred in the financing of culture when 
the role of patron occupied by the state under communism devolved not only on market 
mechanisms, but also on civil society and related non-profit activities. The main constraint of 
cultural mobilization thus became the economic sustainability of such organizations. 

 The minority cultural organizations became eligible for the Slovak state support grant 
schemes. The annual amount devoted to minority culture support is about € 2,1 million37. In 
addition to that the crucial financial sources became the grant schemes of the Hungarian Ministry of 
Culture designed to support the Hungarian communities living in neighboring countries in 
safeguarding and developing their national identity, mother tongue and cultural tradition in their 
native lands. In 2005, the Motherland Fund38 was established as a separate financial fund providing 
support for the development of entrepreneurship, as well as for regional and cross-border 
cooperation, and cultural and educational activities with the annual budget of € 4, 5 million. 
  

                                                 
37 Source: Information on financing the minority cultures…available at: http://www-
8.mensiny.vlada.gov.sk/index.php?ID=469  
38 For more details see http://www.mfa.gov.hu/kum/en/bal/foreign_policy/nation_policy_affairs/  
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 In the first years of Slovak independence, relations between majority and minority groups 
deteriorated, culminating in 1996 with the passage of a restrictive language law that gave primacy 
to the Slovak language. During this period, the state support for minority culture was minimal. The 
Mečiar governments’ measures against the Hungarian minority were most protuberant in cultural 
area. The theatre Thalia after gaining the status of the independent cultural organization operating 
under the auspices of Ministry of Culture in 1990 was affiliated to the Košice Cultural Centre in 
1996. Such an affiliation dramatically reduced financial resources for the theatre. Its independent 
status has been restored again only after the Dzurinda government came into power.  

Developing conditions in minority culture were also reflected by institutional restructuring 
of the Slovak Ministry of Culture. In 1998 the Section on minority culture was established at the 
ministerial level consisting of two departments – one for culture of ethnic minorities and the second 
one for culture of disadvantage groups of population39. Before 1998, the agenda was administered 
by the department of specific culture. The ministerial tool for developing the minority culture is a 
grant scheme of the Ministry of Culture supporting the activities like publishing of the minority 
authors’ books, minorities’ periodic press, minorities’ cultural events, media, documentary 
production, minorities’ theatres and literature collections. In 2006 the support scheme was enriched 
with new priorities like sculpture and memorial boards depicting the important personalities or 
historical events of minorities. 
 The legal system regarding the minority education in Slovakia is grounded on international 
documents and the national constitution. The most important international document dealing with 
the minority schooling is the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities of 
the Council of Europe. The Convention grants the members of minorities (besides the others) the 
right of using their mother tongue, its own teaching, support of educational institutions and training 
of the teachers and the right to continue with education. The minority right of education in their 
mother tongue is also embodied in the Slovak Constitution (Chapter 2, Part 4, article 34). Also 
public acceptance of the minority language is based on the legal basis, precisely on 1999 Law on 
Use of the Languages of Ethnic Minorities. The act grants the right to use the minority language in 
the public communication in the towns/villages where the proportion of minority inhabitants 
reaches the level of 20% of the local population. It is important to stress that there is no separate 
minority schooling system in Slovakia. Minority schools are integral parts of the school system in 
Slovakia and they are following the same curriculum and rules for financial support as national 
educational institutions.   
           In Slovakia, the media serving minority populations have a long history. Such media have 
existed in some form since the first Czechoslovak Republic was established in 1918 and have 
played an important role in shaping and consolidating minority identity.  
As a relatively large, cohesive and politically engaged group, the Hungarian minority in Slovakia is 
a strong base for media targeting their needs and interests. However broadcast media in the 
Hungarian language are quite limited; only programming from the Slovak public television has any 
minority-language component (89 hours per year)40, and this programming is required by law41. The 
only radio broadcast in Hungarian is Radio Patria (2982 hours per year)42, a service of the Slovak 
public radio, which reaches the whole Hungarian-speaking population of Slovakia. Nevertheless, 
Radio Patria reaches about 25% of the ethnic Hungarians in Slovakia43. This is far too small an 
audience to generate any interest from commercial media in producing a Hungarian-language 
broadcast, and without state support this option would almost certainly cease to exist. The gap in 

                                                 
39 The Roma population has not the status of ethnic minority but the ministry refers to it as to a „disadvantage group of 
population“. The department runs also cultural aspects of the national plans for disabled people, disadvantaged women, 
children and so on.  
40 Source: Statistical Yearbook of the Slovak Republic 2005. 
41 Law no. 254/1991 Coll. on Slovak television and law no. 255/1991 Coll. on Slovak radio. 
42 Source: Statistical Yearbook of the Slovak Republic 2005. 
43 http://www.ejc.nl/jr/emland/slovakia.html  
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audio-visual media is generally filled with the broadcasts from Hungary, as most ethnic Hungarians 
living in southern Slovakia can receive some of the Hungarian free-to-air television stations. In 
many cases these stations are also part of the local Slovak cable network. However, these stations 
have mainly a commercial character and are directed at an audience within Hungary. The exception 
is Duna TV, a Hungarian-language satellite station, which is focused on Hungarians outside of 
Hungary, including the Hungarian minorities in neighboring states. 
At present the Hungarian minority has the most options in the print media. While during the 
communist period the only Hungarian-language daily newspaper was Új Szó, nowadays supply is 
relatively extensive (31 titles of newspaper and periodicals). There is a daily newspaper, Új Szó, 
which is the main informative source about the Slovak political life in the Hungarian language. 
There have been also attempts to establish a second Hungarian-language daily newspaper in 
Slovakia, but these have not been successful and Új Szó remains unchallenged as the daily 
newspaper for the Hungarian minority. The weekly Vásárnap is a supplement to Új Szó and focuses 
on general social and political life. In addition, there is a monthly magazine for farmers, Jó Gazda, 
the magazine Ifi for youth, and a magazine aimed pre-school children, Tucsok. 
The publication of minority press as well as the publication of magazines for kindergarten, first-
grade students, and for teenagers receives support from governmental institutions (both Slovak and 
Hungarian) and other foundations. 
The minority education and minority culture supported by state has a long tradition in Slovakia. At 
the present time, minority education in the Hungarian language includes a system of about 262 
schools at the primary level, 34 schools at the secondary level and one university. (Statistical 
Yearbook… 2005)  
 
 
5. Local actors’ responses and perceptions 
 
 At the national level, the contribution of the European integration to improvement of 
majority-minority relations is according to interviewees evident in empowerment of the Hungarian 
minority political elite. The European Union is seen as a facilitator of the ethnic Hungarians – 
Slovaks relationship at the national level. Using the frameworks as “political fight of parties”, 
“national level” and “high politics” in reference to the Hungarian minority problems, they suggest 
that things are different at local and regional level and conflicts are out of an ordinary daily life. The 
relations among “people are normal, standard…and among politicians they are bad.” Only a few 
respondents admit that there would be any minority-majority problems at the local or regional level. 
“I cannot see any problems at the level of ordinary people. The [ethnic] card is played in politics.” 
(R20) “The Eastern Slovakia has been always more tolerant because most of all minorities live 
here.” (R23) In contrary, all of them uniformly point to the emergence of new minority-majority 
problems in the Košice region – relations between Roma and non-Roma inhabitants. “I really think 
the Roma are more urgent problem than Hungarians.” (R24) “Until now we have spoken about 
Hungarians but there is the worst problem, we have also Gypsies here.” (R21)  
  
The perception of the significant contribution of EU pre-accession funds to the regional 
socioeconomic growth is not present among interviewed inhabitants of the Košice region. In 
discussing the impact of these funds to the Košice region, many respondents inclined to be 
skeptical. According to their assessments, the pre-accession funds did not have any impact on the 
region. In other words, the pre-accession funds only served as ‘demo’ for state administration to 
prepare itself for structural funds. “We are speaking about pre-accession funds but here when you 
look around – square, streets, pieces of art – all of them were supported by the Hungarian 
[government] funds. There is a grant scheme of the Ministry of Culture [of the Hungarian Republic] 
and of the Office for Foreign Hungarians and also there is a cultural foundation and foundation Illys 
mainly devoted to infrastructure support.” (R23)  The sense of disillusion from the adaptation of the 
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EU cohesion policy is present among the respondents not only because of insufficient financial 
resources that it brought to the region but also because of ascertained shortcomings of the 2004-6 
programming period like bureaucratic regime, centralized allocation of money, delayed evaluation 
procedures and problems with co-financing. Development officials expressed that the possibility to 
decide on the EU money allocation at the regional level would better address the regional 
development necessities. “We are one hundred percent sure that if we [the self-government office] 
got the money, in cooperation with national level, we would be able to achieve the positive 
changes.” (R19) However the most respondents’ expectations of regional economic growth are 
connected with the foreign investors, not the EU funds. “Everybody is expecting a foreign 
investor.” (R26) While depicting the most urgent problems in regional socioeconomic development, 
there is a tendency to explain the high rate of unemployment by lacking foreign investments in the 
region. The respondents explain a low investment attractiveness of the region by insufficient 
infrastructure. Many of them point on the fact that the location disadvantages the Košice region in 
transport infrastructure policy. “Such [socio-economic] conditions of the border regions are the 
worst in every state.” (R20) “The disadvantage is twofold – we [the Košice region] are not only the 
border region of Slovakia but also of the European Union. We are absolute periphery.” (R24)  
  
 Comparing the socioeconomic situation of minority and the majority inhabiting the Košice 
region any respondent would refer to the Hungarian minority the situation as the worst one. 
Interviewees see the conditions as similar – equally bad for both groups. Some of them even assess 
the opportunities for ethnic Hungarians as better compared to Slovaks. “I would rather say that the 
Hungarian minority was more active in looking for a job and it was looking even behind the 
borders.” (R26) “The new opportunities favor the Hungarian minority to gain the job in Hungary by 
facilitating a border regime.” (R24)      
 The findings did not prove our assumption on emerging redefinition of majority-minority 
interests around economic development goals. Surprisingly, there is a rising intra-community 
solidarity along center-periphery lines. The EU funds allocations strengthen the sense of being 
unfairly treated by Bratislava. “As there was Prague-centrism in the previous time, now there is 
Bratislava-centrism.” (R26) The idea is also present in the perceptions of the SMK politics. 
Although, the interviewees expressed their satisfaction with the political representation of their 
interests at the national level, when the debate was going on they acknowledged some reservations. 
Despite the fact, that the ethnic Hungarians inhabit the southern regions of Slovakia that share 
similar socio-economic conditions that is also reflected in the political agenda of the SMK, 
according to interviewees, the SMK politics has more substantial impact on the western ethnic 
Hungarians’ regions than on eastern part of Slovakia. According to them, the reason is simple – all 
important political leaders in SMK are originally from the Bratislava, the Nitra or nowadays the 
Trnava regions that are situated in the western part of the country. “…after all, the Dunajská Streda 
district or the Komárno region44 need several fold less support than our distant area. I stand for my 
opinion that within the SMK there are corruption groups that push their interests but their interest is 
surely not this territory [the Košice region].” (R21) 
 At the same time, interviewees point out that the EU structural policy is not the answer to 
the perceived weakness of the Košice region. In their opinion, the regional disparities of the country 
should be answered by a national regional policy. Instead, the EU regional policy simply replaces 
the regional policy of the Slovak Republic. “State policy is not consistent in pursuing the [regional] 
equalization.” (R23) “There is no [EU] program supporting border districts...maybe there should 
exist some fund…[allocating resources from] Slovak budget because really that area is the worst, 
there should be some positive discrimination.” (R20) 
 

                                                 
44 Dunajská Streda and Komárno are situated in the western part of Slovakia. 
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 The findings from fieldwork research have proved an assumption often stated in the 
literature that in the case of the ethnic Hungarians in Slovakia, the ethnic identity is the most 
important one compared to other identities. The single fact of EU accession has not made 
significant changes in the identity perception of the ethnic Hungarians in Slovakia. The ethnic 
identity still remains the important and significant aspect of the ethnic Hungarians self-
identification in the Košice region. Most of minority respondents refer to themselves as “Hungarian 
living in the Slovak Republic”. From this perspective, the ethnicity is powerful maker of one’s 
background. By many, the Hungarian language and culture are seen as the main attributes of their 
ethnicity. The use of the mother tongue is an essential precondition for the preservation of minority 
culture and traditions. As such, the language is the single most important indicator of the minority 
identity declared by the ethnic Hungarians in Slovakia. Within this context, the education in the 
minority language plays an important role in creating the identity, preserving one group’s history, 
literature and other important attributes. If the minority schooling system does not exist or it is in 
unsuitable conditions, the risk of minority assimilation is rising. The interviewees affirm the thesis 
on importance of minority schooling system by ranking pedagogues alongside the SMK local 
politicians among the most important community leaders of the Hungarian minority. The most 
quoted cultural organization acting in the region by the interviewees was CSEMADOK (The Slovak 
Hungarians’ Societal and Public Education Association)45, the only ethnic Hungarians’ cultural 
organization with a countrywide performance. However, there are many others that act locally and 
their high number prove the importance of the culture to the preservation of ethnic identity. The 
process of European integration even enhanced the sense of ethnic identification in the case of the 
Hungarian minority in Slovakia as they see it as a new opportunity structure to improve the 
relations with the motherland.  
  
 Therefore, the intensification of cross border relations through the PHARE CBC and the 
INTERREG programs and the accession of both countries to the European Union is most often 
quoted as a direct contribution of European integration to improvement of minority situation at the 
regional level in Slovakia. At the same time, discussing the impacts of the pre-accession and 
structural funds on the Košice region, many respondents pointed to the cross-border cooperation 
programs as the ones from which they have profited most of all until now. “Cross-border 
cooperation program has to have a positive impact there but the financial sources are very low 
[CBC sources].“ (R20) The European Union has contributed to the improvement of relations 
between the Hungarian minority and Slovaks „mainly through the cross-border cooperation.“ These 
projects were appreciated more by the interviewees also because well prepared partners from 
Hungary made it much easier for them to follow complicated project management. However, cross-
border projects do not significantly contributed to interethnic communication because they are 
mostly carried out by Hungarians on one side and the ethnic Hungarians on the other side. 
  
 The sense of being European is rather weak among ethnic Hungarians as well as Slovaks in 
the region. Despite the fact that to a direct question most of the respondents answered they felt like 
Europeans, when they were asked to rank their identities, the European affiliation dropped down to 
one of the last places. Interesting responses came from those who admitted that they had some 
problems with their affiliation to European identity. “I will have to get familiar with this idea. 
People from the Czech lands, Hungary, Slovakia never stopped to feel European. It was them who 
sold us in Jalta. And now should we create the same nation with those who sold us?” (R16) “I 
would feel like European if they would take me as a [full-right] European.” (R2) Responses suggest 
that there is a shared feeling of historical injury of Western Europe to Central and Eastern European 
states and the damage has even deepened by the contemporary preliminary periods in the 
functioning of the EU single market. It appears that respondents affiliate ‘Europe’ with four main 
                                                 
45 The membership of CSEMADOK has a decrising tendency. While in 2002 they registered about 60 000 members, in 
2004 it was 56 000.   
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freedoms of which the freedom of movement is quoted most frequently. They value the most that 
“borders do not exist anymore and I can travel”. (R26)   
  
 Regardless of nationality, the respondents do not perceive that some particular group would 
be given a preferential treatment in EU sources allocation despite the fact that all key political posts 
in regional development are occupied by the Hungarian politicians. “It is painful when you figure 
out how many of these [EU] projects are implemented in what parts of Slovakia.” (R23) “There is 
still a strong tendency to prefer Bratislava – not from the side of politicians but rather officials.” 
(R19) 
  
 The overall optimistic expectations of the European integration impact on ethnic relations 
are shared among the ethnic Hungarians. “The more will be people forced to unite with abroad, the 
faster they come to understand each other and accept each other.” (R23) “They will not differentiate 
anymore what nationality I am.” (R26)  Slovaks are more cautious towards the possible interfering 
circumstances when assessing the EU influence on further development of minority-majority 
relations. They pointed out that the relationship between Slovaks and the Hungarian minority will 
depend not only on the internal factors but also on “the behaviour of Hungary. I can see it as 
trouble-free under the condition that Hungary will not interfere in some unpleasant way. In the case 
that its attitudes radicalized, it would bring tensions between the Hungarian minority and the 
majority nation, not only in Slovakia but also in neighbouring countries.” (R25)   
 
6. Concluding remarks 
 
 This report presented a case of the European integration influence on the political and socio-
economic status of the Hungarian minority in Slovakia. Based on the historical background and the 
analysis of empirical findings, we tried to test a set of hypotheses: a) the promotion of human rights 
and the protection of minorities emphasised in the process of the EU enlargement reinforces the 
influence of the ethnic Hungarians political representation from two points of view: it empowers the 
political representation and it strengthens the negotiating position of the SMK in the promotion of 
minority interests; b) ethnic-based political representation reinforces divisions over regional 
territorial reforms and control over local government institutions along national-ethnic lines; c) 
regional economic and institutional resources transferred to subnational units in the context of the 
launch of EU cohesion policy reinforce a redefinition of minority-majority interests around 
economic development goals; d) there is a challenge to nationalism and for the minority the 
improvement of protection of its rights and the decrease of nationalism supported its better 
identification with Slovakia based on the citizenship principle.  
  
 Our analysis partially supports these hypotheses. The international regime of human rights 
and minority protection, which emerged around the Council of Europe (CoE), the European Union 
and the CSCE/OSCE as well as the ethnic problems in the former communist states in Eastern and 
Southern Europe undoubtedly played a significant role in stirring up new interest in minority issues. 
(Sasse, 2005) It also aroused the concern of Slovak authorities in the late 1990s, and prompted a 
reconsideration of the government’s approach. Slovakia’s hitherto policy towards minorities was 
clearly the circumvention of emerging norms of human rights and minority protection elaborated by 
the CESE/OSCE, the CoE and bilateral agreements. In the mid-1990s, Slovak official authorities 
found themselves in an uncomfortable position receiving different notes and démarches from these 
institutions monitoring the implementation of the international commitments within the minority 
protection area (Kusý, 1999; Sándor, 1997). Despite growing scrutiny of domestic minority policies 
by European human rights organizations, the turning point in the government’s approach had not 
appeared until the threat of halt of the integration process to the transatlantic and European 
structures became evident. The politicization of the Hungarian minority gained significance, in the 
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second half of the 1990s, capitalizing upon increasing concern and activism of European 
institutions around minority rights. In an effort to relax ethnic tensions and to pacify international 
criticism, the dominantly right wing governments of Mikuláš Dzurinda, in 1998 and 2002 included 
the SMK into the ruling coalition and abolished the restrictive measures against ethnic Hungarians. 
The government was forthcoming to the main requests of the ethnic Hungarians calling for the 
adoption of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, the establishment of the 
Hungarian University and for the greater devolution of power to the regions. Comparing to previous 
handling of the minority requests, the pressure of the EU on minority rights protection reinforced 
the negotiating position of the SMK at the governmental coalition table. However, it was the 
specific socio-cultural characteristics of the Hungarian minority in Slovakia that helped this 
particular minority make a use of the EU pressure to launch its agenda within the domestic political 
context.  
 As regards the regional territorial reforms, we can assert that there was a division of political 
representation over the creation of subnational units going along the ethnic lines. While the extent 
of the political decentralisation within the regional reform was a battleground between the left and 
the right, the territorial division and special request of the SMK for the Komárno župa provoked the 
conflict between the minority representatives and the majority political parties. The demands of 
regional self-government have been more or less constantly present in the Hungarian minority 
politics since 1990. A certain calming came after 1994 but the regionalization debate after 1998 
brought the opportunity to open the issue again. Neither that time was the Hungarian minority 
successful. To pre-empt the possibility of creating an ethnic Hungarian-governed area, the state 
administration reform (1996) but also a law on self-governing regions (2001) was designed with 
caution in regard to southern Slovakia. Districts as well as self-governing regions were drawn in a 
manner that incorporated the largely ethnic Hungarian areas to the Slovak-populated districts and 
regions and pre-empted the election of an ethnic Hungarian chairman of the self-governing region. 
Despite the failure of the SMK to introduce the Komárno župa, the adopted 2001 reform of 
territorial administration enhanced the minority opportunities for political participation as it created 
sub-national institutions with directly elected representatives. The SMK with well disciplined voters 
belongs to the most successful political parties in elections to local and regional self-governing 
organs that usually lack public attention. However, an approved electoral law on elections to organs 
of self-governing regions essentially targeted the minority candidates for chairman of the region as 
it set a two-round majority system. With regard to the way in which the regions in Slovakia were 
demarcated (applying the horizontal demarcation that split the Hungarian minority area into 4 
different regions thus preserving it a minority within the regions), such a system clearly 
disadvantages the ethnic Hungarian candidates as any Slovak candidate in the second round has 
better chances than the Hungarian minority one. 

 In Slovakia the necessity of public administration reform was often explained as a 
pre-condition for receiving the support from the EU funds. And that was also a reason for 
elaborating the regional policy. Slovakia lacked a solid development strategy capable of uniting 
central and regional interests that is until full-fledged EU membership became an attainable goal. 
The reform process speeded up mainly due to serious concerns of the EU about the assumed 
deficiencies of the Slovak Republic in handling structural policy. The reforms transferred the 
economic and institutional resources to subnational units. However, despite greater cooperation 
between Slovaks and ethnic Hungarians in regional and local political institutions, as well as 
widespread support of both groups for greater decentralization, a redefinition of minority-majority 
interests around economic development goals has not occurred. Neither does there seem to be a 
significant degree of inter-communal cooperation in economic activities that would go beyond the 
already existing level of cooperation.   

 
As regards our fourth hypothesis, nationalism remains strong among majority 

representatives. The most visible impact of the European integration on ethnic minority in the 
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Košice region was done through the cross-border cooperation programs. Facilitation of border 
regime strengthened its ties with the “motherland” Hungary and enhanced its perception of identity. 
„The feeling of the possibility to live together with my own nation [Hungarian one] gives me the 
sense of equality, self-confidence.“ (R3) The ethnic identity remains the predominant identification 
of the Hungarian minority members in the Košice region and European integration enhanced such 
an identification. Since the Slovak independence, the Hungarian voters have identified most 
strongly not along left/right or liberal/conservative lines, but based on their identity as Hungarians. 
This trend was demonstrated in the 1994 and 1998 elections, with the unification of three very 
different parties, which were based on very different political platforms, yet which united on the 
basis that they represent Hungarians.  The Hungarian minority in Slovakia has taken European 
integration as a process that creates the opportunity for the unification of the Hungarian nation in 
the European Union, a perspective that corresponds with the official “one nation policy” of 
Hungary46. Thus, the Hungarian minority has been very supportive of the idea of European 
integration. Accordingly, the sense of European identity appears to emerge to a larger extent in the 
case of ethnic Hungarians than in Slovaks disillusioned by the lack of economic development in the 
Košice region.    

                                                 
46 For more details see http://www.mfa.gov.hu/kum/en/bal/foreign_policy/nation_policy_affairs/  
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Appendix 
Primary Research 
We interviewed the representatives from six different socio-professional categories: elected 
representatives at regional and local level; minority politicians at national level; representatives of 
the civil society like think tanks or media; development public officials; businesspeople or 
representatives of commerce chambers and main projects beneficiaries.  
The selection of the mayors was based on two criteria: 1.) ethnic mixed population of the 
village/town and 2.) experience with at least one project funded by the EU. In the case of the 
minority politicians at the national level we focused on those who hold the key positions in the 
distribution of the EU funds or who are originally coming from the Košice region. We also 
interviewed the party chairman as a key political player. 
At the national level, we also decided to make the interview with the representative of the only 
think tank specialized on the research of minorities with special focus on ethnic Hungarians which 
is acting countrywide. Also the chairman of the national Entrepreneurs Association of Slovakia was 
interviewed. 
At the region, we interviewed 2 representatives of the NGO running the EU funded projects, 3 
project beneficiaries, 4 local or regional politicians/officers and some others development officials. 
The precise list of interviewees is enclosed.  
 
List of interviewees: 

1. R1 interviewee, a mayor, Hungarian nationality, male, Streda nad Bodrogom, 25.7.2005 
2. R2 interviewee, a mayor, Hungarian nationality, male, Veľké Trakany, 10.8.2005 
3. R3 interviewee, a mayor, Hungarian nationality, male, Moldava nad Bodvou, 28.7.2005 
4. R4 interviewee, a mayor, Hungarian nationality, male, Veľké Kapušany, 28.7.2005 
5. R5 interviewee, a mayor, Hungarian nationality, male, Rožňava, 18.11.2005 
6. R6 interviewee, a member of the regional parliament, Hungarian nationality, male, Turňa 

nad Bodvou, 26.7.2005 
7. R7 interviewee, a member of the regional parliament, Hungarian nationality, male, Rožňava, 

14.12.2005 
8. R8 interviewee, a vice-chairman of the self-governing region, Slovak nationality, male, 

Košice, 29.11.2005 
9. R9 interviewee, a cultural local self-government officer, Slovak nationality, male, Veľké 

Kapušany, 25.7.2005 
10. R10 interviewee, a chairman of the SMK, Hungarian nationality, male, Bratislava, 6.7.2005 
11. R11 interviewee, MP for the SMK from the Košice region, Hungarian nationality, male, 

Bratislava, 7.12.2005 
12. R12 interviewee, MP for the SMK from the Košice region, Hungarian nationality, male, 

Bratislava, 13.12.2005 
13. R13 interviewee, MP for the SMK from the Košice region, Hungarian nationality, male, 

Bratislava, 14.12.2005 
14. R14 interviewee, minister for regional development, SMK, Hungarian nationality, male, 

Bratislava, 6.12.2005 
15. R15 interviewee, director of NGO, Hungarian nationality, male, Šamorín, 18.7.2005 
16. R16 interviewee, director of NGO, Hungarian nationality, male, Rožňava, 18.11.2005 
17. R17 interviewee, local journalist, Hungarian nationality, male, Kráľovský Chlmec, 

19.4.2005 
18. R18 interviewee, director of NGO, Hungarian nationality, female, Veľké Kapušany, 

25.7.2005 
19. R19 interviewee, director of Regional Development Department, self-governing region 

Košice, Slovak nationality, male, 22.4.2005 
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20. R20 interviewee, general director of Slovak Regional Development Agency, Hungarian 
nationality, male, Bratislava, 22.11.2005 

21. R21 interviewee, director of Regional Development Agency, Hungarian nationality, male, 
Kráľovský Chlmec, 22.7.2005 

22. R22 interviewee, director of Regional Development Agency, Hungarian nationality, male, 
Trebišov, 19.4.2005 

23. R23 interviewee, a regional development self-government officer, Hungarian nationality, 
male, Kráľovský Chlmec, 19.4.2005 

24. R24 interviewee, director of Regional Chamber of Slovak Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry, Slovak nationality, male, Košice, 28.11.2005 

25. R25 interviewee, chairman of Entrepreneurs Association of Slovakia, Slovak nationality, 
male, Bratislava, 11.1.2006 

26. R26 interviewee, director of Entrepreneurs Incubator, Hungarian nationality, male, 
Rožňava, 23.12.2005 

27. R27 interviewee, director of Entrepreneurs Incubator, Slovak nationality, male, Trebišov, 
22.12.2005 

28. R28 interviewee, project beneficiary, Slovak nationality, male, Streda nad Bodrogom, 
27.12.2005 

29. R29 interviewee, project beneficiary, Hungarian nationality, male, Streda nad Bodrogom, 
16.1.2006 

30. R30 interviewee, project beneficiary, Hungarian nationality, male, Veľké Trakany, 
16.1.2006 

 
Secondary research 

The report also draws from the relevant literature and policy documents and other material 
listed in the bibliography. 
 

 
 
 
 


